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ABSTRACT 

The main variations of an integrated voice/data 
multiplex structure are considered, namely, the Fixed 
Frame Fixed boundary, the Fixed Frame Movable 
boundary, and the Variable Frame Movable boundary 
schemes, where voice traffic is circuit switched, and data 
traffic is packet switched. 

The performance measures of the above schemes are the 
blocking probability for voice calls and the expected 
delay for data packecs. A general method is formulated 
for the analytical evaluation of the above measures. The 
method is based on the use of z-transform and is applied 
to a number of different queueing models which are used to 
describe the system. A discrete time model, a simplified 
discrete time model, and a continuous time model are used 
for the analysis of the fixed frame (with fixed or movable 
boundary) scheme while a discrete time model and a round 
robin processor sharing scheme are used for the analysis 
of the variable frame (movable boundary) scheme. 

The results of the above analyses are presented and 
justified, and baAed on them, the performance of the 
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various integrated schemes is compared. The Fixed Frame 
- Movable boundary scheme provides lower delays for the 
data customers and performs better the Fixed Frame - Fixed 
Boundary scheme. The Variable Frame - Movable Boundary 
scheme provides even lower delays for the data customers. 
Therefore it exhibits the best performance, but at the 
same time it increases the hardware and software 
complexity of the system. 

Finally, the presenced analytical models and 
techniques are compared and criticized in order to decide 
which is the more appropriate and more accurate one tor 
the analysis of each integrated transmission scheme. 
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1. IH'l'RODUCTION 

1.1 Switching techniques in computer networks 

In computer networks, the users and computers 
communicate with each other by interchanging messages. 
There are two major techniques for interconnecting 
computers and interchanging messages: a) Circuit switching 
and b) Packet switching. 

A. Circuit switching 

In circuit switching, a complete circuit or path of 
connected lines is established from the origin to the 
destination of the "call". After the path is set up, a 
return signal informs the source that data transmission 
may proceed and then communication begins. Tne circuits 
or channels which are used by this path cannot be accessed 
by other users until the termination of the connection. 
Circuit switching was developed in connection with 
telephone systems and therefore, in principle, it is 
nearly 100 years old. 

In computer networks, the user dials a sequence of 
digits to ·obtain access to another user or computer 



system. In some networks the required path is established 
automatically, according to 1ntormation in the data 
stream. Circuit switching systems are subject to a path 
setup delay because some of the lines 1n the path may be 
busy and because the switches that connect the lines are 
speed limited. However, once a path is set up, the 
transmission is synchronous and •transparent• and the 
message is not interrupted or buffered anywhere along its 
path towards the destination node. Actually, because of 
this property, circuit switching is a favorable technique 
for the transmission of voice. 

Although circuit switching has been considered 
inefficient and economically not very practical in 
computer networks (because it requires dedicated use of 
the links), it is extensively used in some networks like 
TYMNET and DATRAN. 

B. Packet Switching. 

In packet switching, each message is subdivided into 
blocks, called packets. Each packet is directed across the 
network independently of the others. Each one of them 
includes information about the message where it belongs, 
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about its destination, about the total number of packets 

in the message, and also a seual number which 

distinguishes it from other packets and allows the 

destination node to NreassembleN the message correcly 

(even if the packets are not received in the right order>. 

Through a complex evaluation of individual circuit 

and switch loads, packet switching computers dynamically 

alter routing of packets to the circuit of minimum 

loading. Each packet is switched by means of a store and 

forward mechanism, and therefore may experience some delay 

along its route towards the destination node. If a packet 

is not received correctly by some node, then a request for 

retransmission is sent back to the source node. When the 

destination node receives all the packets of the message 

without errors, then it sends a special message Cone 

packet long) back, indicating tnat the message was 

received correctly. J.f the destination node does not 

receive all the packets within a certain period of time, 

then it requests the retransmission of the missing packets 

(assuming that they were lost during the transmission, 

because of noise or malfunction). 

Since it allows independent routing of each packet, 



packet switching offers the capability of adapting the 
function of the network dynamically according to the 
variation of traffic conditions. For the same reason, the 
availability of the network is very high (that is the 
probability that the network functions correctly for a 
certain period of time T). Furthermore, since many 
packets of the same message may be in transmission 
simultaneously, the transmission delay is reduced by a 
factor which is proportional to the number of packets into 
which the message is broken. Because of these advantages, 
the use of packet switching may reduce the cost of a 
network. However at the same time it has the disadvantage 
of adding an "overheadu of extra bits on every transmitted 
packet. The technique of packet switching was conceived 
less than 10 years ago and is used in most of the existing 
networks (like ARPA and MERIT). 

The advantages and disadvantages , of using packet 
switching versus circuit switching have been extensively 
studied in recent years Cl]. However, the choice of the 
most effective switching technique is not an easy one, and 
depends on the following factors: The ave·:age length of 
the messages, the average time period between the 
transmitted messages, and the average duration of the 
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connection between the communicating nodes. In general 
there is a practical roule, that circuit switching is more 
cost-effective for traffic cnaracterized by lengthy 
messages (like digitized voice), while packet switching is 
more cost-effective for traffic with short messages (like 
interactive data,. For usual networks which carry Doth 
short and long messages, it seems that packet switching 
performs slightly better than circuit switching. 

An alternate solution to the problem of choosing the 
right switching technique is to allow and combine both 
switching techniques in the same, "integrated" network. 
In such a network every class of traftic is served in the 
most effective way: circuit switching is used for the 
transmission of digitized voice and other lengthy data 
messages, while packet switching is used for the 
transmission of interactive data and other short data 
messages. This approach brings up the concept ot 
integrated communications which is discussed in the 
following section. 
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1.2 The concept of integrated communications 

Voice and data are two major 

involved in digital communications. 

classes of traffic 

So far, each one of 

them used to be accomodated by separate transmission and 

switching facilities, within the communications network. 

The desire of providing common switching and transmission 

facilities, that would be shared by both traffic classes, 

gave rise to the concept of integrated voice/data 

communications. Therefore, an integrated voice/data 

structure includes two scnemes of 

a) Transmission, and b) switching. 

communication 

integration: 

a) In an integrated transmission scheme, the 

transmission link is used alternatively by each class of 

traffic. By means of Time Division Multiplexing, the link 

is dedicated part of the time to voice traffic, and 

another part of the time to data traffic. The exact 

assignment of this time sharing depends on the specific 

strategy of integration which is used. 

b) In an integrated switching scheme, a single 

switching facility provides both circuit, and packet 

switched modes of operation: voice traffic is circuit 



switched (synchronous transmission>, while data traffic is 

packet switched (asynchronous transmission>. This 

arrangement combines the transparency of circuit switching 

tor voice calls, with the efficient utilization of 1ine 

capacity for data traffic. From now on, we will be using 

the terms integrated or hybrid interchangeably, without 

discrimination. 

There are several reasons that Justify che 

realization of an integrated communications system, 

instead of two separate voice, and data systems: ·J:he 

above integration will improve tne transmission 

efficiency, by increasing the utilization of the link, and 

by reducing the number of required transmission channels. 

Furthermore, the transmission bandwidth will be used more 

effectively, since each class of tratfic will be using the 

switching concept which is best suited to it. 

So far, no true integrated transmission facilities 

are produced for commercial use. However, many hybrid 

arrangements are under extensive study and experiment. In 

the following sections we will present some of the most 

important hybrid transmission schemes. 



1.3 The structure for integrated transmission, 

A hybrid transmission link is a digital Time Division 

Multiplex structure, which enables dynamic sharing of the 

channel bandwidth between voice, and data traffic. Voice 

traffic is using the circuit switched mode, and data 

traftic the packet switched mode of operation (Figure 

1.1). 

The channel is synchronously clocked, and therefore 

partitioned into Nframes~ of fixed duration (say b 

seconds). Within each frame there is a boundary, dividing 

it into two distinct regions: One dedicated to voice 

traffic, the other to data traffic (Figure 1.2). 'J:he 

frame is further decomposed into time slots of equal 

duration (of seconds each); the data region of the frame 

consists of N slots of equal duration (of' seconds each). 

Of course, we have b=Sof+Nof'. If the transmission rate 

over the hybrid link is r bits/sec, then each voice slot 

contains n bi ts Cn=of. r) , and each data s1ot contains n' 

bits Cn'=of'.r). Tnat is, each voice customer may transmit 
I n bits per frame, and each data customer n bits per 

frame. There will be totally n0=b.r=Sn+Nn' bits, in each 

trarne. 
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Figure 1-2: 
Illustration of the frame structure 

The choice of the slot size depends on the 
digitization rate of the voice traffic (say R bits/sec), 
and the frame duration Cb sec). Tnis happens because of 
our requirement to preserve the transparency of voice 
traffic over the hybrid link. Tne bits of digitized voice 
which are generated during one frame period must be 
accomodated in one slot: therefore the size of a voice 
slot must be n=R.b bits. 
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The data customers transmit data in the form of 

packets of n• bits. Each customer can occupy one data 

slot <equivalent to one packet) per frame period. Since 

data traffic is packet switched, the packet format 

contains information necessary for routing, security, 

identity, and precedence of the transmitted packets. 

The structure that we described above is the so 

called SENtT concept for integrated voice/data 

transmission, which was introduced in (il, and is 

illustrated in the following example. 

Example: 

Suppose that b=lO ms, and r=l.544 Mbits/sec (as for a Tl 

carrier). Therefore each frame contains n0=15440 bits, 

and 100 such frames are transmitted per second. Now if 

the rate of the digitized voice is R=B Kbits/sec, it would 

require an assignement of n=bR=BO bits per frame, and that 

would be the size of a voice slot. Therefore if a certain 

voice call lasts 5 min, it requires a reservation of one 

voice slot per frame, over 30000 consecutive frames (300 

sec X 100 frames/sec). Now suppose that the frame 

boundary is located at the bit position 4240 within each 

frame, and let the data slot size be n'=BOO Cone data slot 
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1s equivalent to ten voice siots>. Therefore each frame 

WiJ.l contain S•4240/8U•:»3 voice slots, and 

N•Cl5440-4240)/800•14 data slots. 

0 
3 • 

1 

0 0 0 0 : • i 
0 co • • 0 IO ... 0 • .,, ... • II) ... ... 

f f f . f t t t 
faof aofaol · • • • JaoJ aol aoo / soo / • . . • leoo f 

N "' ... N C') II) .,, ... N • II II ... II II ., 
ca ca ca CJ u .~ .2 u .. - -- ·a 0 ·o ca ca ca 0 0 

> > > > > 'tJ 'tJ 'tJ 

circuit switched Packet switc.hed 

Figure 1-3: 
Example of an integrated TDM frame. 

At this point we must mention that some of the first voice 

slots in each frame (for example the first three slots) 

are always reserved for the Common Cnannel Interconnect 

Signaling CCCIS); CCIS actually takes care of the 

assignment and delivery of the subsequent voice slots. 

From now on, we will be neglecting the CCIS bi ts, for 

reasons of simplicity. 
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is equivalent to ten voice siots). Therefore each frame 
wiil contain S=4240/8U=!>3 voice slots, and 
N=(l5440-4240)/800=14 data slots. 
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Figure 1-3: Example of an integrated TDM frame. 
At this point we must mention that some of the first voice 
slots in each frame (for example the first three slots) 
are always reserved for the Common Cnannel Interconnect 
Signaling (CCIS) ; CCIS actually takes care of the 
assignment and deli very of the subsequent voice slots. 
From now on, we will be neglecting the CCIS bi ts, for 
reasons of simplicity. 
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As we said, in a hybrid transmission scheme, each 
frame can accomodate up to S voice customers, and up to N 
data customers. The ref ore, each voice or data customer 
arriving at the transmition link, may or may not find an 
available slot for transmission. In the latter case, data 
packets are buffered, and wait until tney find some 
available slot within the subsequent frames, and then they 
are transmitted. Voice calls however are not buffered, and 
are simply •blocked•, and •1ost• if they don•t find any 

available slots for transmission. 

More specifically, if a voice call request arrives at 
an arbitrary instant in the current frame, it is buffered 
until the start of the next frame (that is at most for b 
secs). In the meantime, the switch CPU determines if the 
occupied slots are less than s. If so, one voice slot is 
reserved (on a first come - first served basis) for the 
call, and it is transmitted within the next frame. The 
slot is reserved indefinitely for this call during 
succeeding frames, until the termination of the 
connection. J.f however all of the S voice slots are 
occupied, then the call is "blocked", and "lost". Let us 
call PL the probability that a voice customer is "lost 11 

• 

In the same way, an arriving data packet is buffered until 
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the start of tho next frame. If tho occupied data siots 
are less than N, then one data olot is assigned to the 
packet, and it is transmitted within the next frame. It 
however all of the N data nlots arc occupied, then the 
packet is buffered indefinitely, until a slot becomes 
available for transmission. The ref ore, data packets may 
wait for several frames in a queue, before they are 
transmitted. Let us call ED the mean delay of a data 
packet, until it receives service. In Figure l. 4 we 
summarize the most important properties of a hybrid 
transmission scheme, for the two traffic classes. 

slot, switching bill holding If not prob. fflHn per frame mOde per11ot time t ransmllled Of IOU cter.av 
VOICE s circuit 

n:t r until 
call 1011 PL 0 switching termln. 

packet . , 
DATA N switching n:'t' r b butlered 0 ED 

Figure 1-4: 
Properties of an integrated voice/data link. 

The capacity of the voice and data regions of each 
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trame depends on two {actors: a> The frame length, and bJ 

the boundary position: 

a> The length of the frame (b) determines the total 

number of bits in it, and therefore the total number of 

available slots per frame, for voice, and data traffic 

together (S+N). If bis fixed, then (S+N> will also be 

fixed, otherwise it will be variable. 

b) The position of the boundary within the frame 

determines the values of S and N, that is the way of 

sharing the frame capacity between the two traffic 

classes. If the boundary is fixed, thens and N will keep 

the same constant values, from frame to frame. If it is 

movable, then their values may vary from frame to frame. 

In the following sections, we will present, and 

analyze the following hybrid switching arrangements: 

- The Fixed Frame - Fixed Boundary (FFFB) scheme. 

- The Fixed Frame 
scheme. 

Movable Boundary (FFMB) 

- The Variable Frame - Movable Boundary (VFMB) 
scheme. 

17 



2. THB SCHEMES FOR INTEGRATED TRANSMISSION 

2.1 The fixed fro•e sche•e 
A. Fixed Boundary 

This structure utilizes a master frame of fixed 

length CN+S slots), with a fixed boundary. Therefore, 

fixed portions of the transmission capacity are assigned 

to the voice, and data traffic: The first S slots of each 

frame are reserved for voice customers, and the rest N 

slots for data customers. Each traffic class is not 

allowed to use any capacity that has not been reserved for 

it, even if the other class is not using it~ actually, 

this is the chief disadvantage of this structure. 

Let's call v the number of voice customers which are 

present just before the frame transmission, and d the 

number of data customers (in the frame, and in the 

burfer). If v<S, then the transmitted frame will contain 

s-v idle voice slots. Furthermore, if d<N, it will also 

contain N-d idle data slots. In Figure 2.1 we illustrate 

this arrangement, and we use the following notation: 

a+=max(a,O) 
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(S-v)+ (N-d)t 
unused voice slots unused data slots 
,----"----I 

J . 1 2 • • • V !Y+1j • ,d d+11 . . . . N 
I v,-----' 

v occupied 
voice slots 

1---..-------

1 
d occupied 
data slots 

boundary 

Figure 2-1: 
Frame transmission, using the FFFB scheme. 

B. Movable Boundary 

Here, again the firsts s1ots of the fixed - length frame 
are assigned to the voice traffic, and the remaining N 
slots to the data traffic. However, if less than S voice 
customers are present (say v), then they occupy the first 
v slots of the frame, and the boundary is positioned right 
after the v-th slot, assigning the rest of the frame to 
data customers. Therefore, data customers are allowed to 
occupy the unused voice slots, and N+(S-v) slots are 
available for them < instead of N). Although the aoove 
arrangement is more complicated, it requires less overall 
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capacity, compared to the Fixed Boundary scheme. However, 
both schemes will perform in the same way in the case of 
heavy voice traffic (where all voice slots are occupied), 
or in the case of low data traffic (when there are not 
enough data customers to utilize the available capacity). 
In general, a transmitted frame will contain no iddle 
voice slots, and (N+Cs-v>+-dl idle data slots. Figure 2.2 
is an illustration of the above arrangement. In the above 
discussion we have assumed equal voice and data slot sizes 
<•=•'>. However, if •'=a•, then instead of (S-v) we will 
have ( (S-v) /a J extra data slots (where (xl denotes the 
greatest integer less than or equal to x). 

boundary 

i 1!2! · • • · i·.f 1 !2! · · •. 
v occupied. 

voice slots 
d occupied 

data slots 

Figure 2-2: 

[N+ (S-v)+-d] + 
unused data slots 

Frame transmission, using the FFMB scheme. 
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The criteria for the avaluation of the performance of 
the Fixed Frame structure (for fixed or movable boundary>, 
will be: 

a, The probability of •1oss•, PL, for the voice customers. 

b) The expected waiting time, EW, for the data customers. It will be: 

EW•ES+ED 

where ES is the expected service time of data packets, due 
to packet processing, and ED is the expected delay time of 
data packets, due to buffering. 

2.2 The variable Frame scheme 

In this scheme the frame length is not fixed, but 
varies between some minimum and maximum value, according 
to the variations of the existing traffic. The maximum 
number of voice customers that can be accomodated within a 
frame is s, and the maximum number of data customers is 
N. 

Let's assume that v voice customers, and d data 
customers are present just before the frame transmission. 
The v voice customers are accomodated in the first v slots 
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of the frame. If v>S, then s of them are accomodated in 

the trame, and the rest CS-v> are lost. Now, the boundary 

is positioned right after the v-th slot, and the data 

packets are accomodated in the next d slots of the frame; 

then the frame is terminated right after the d-th data 

slot. If d>N, then only the first N packets are 

transmitted, and the rest d-N are buffered. If d<N, then 

all of the packets are transmitted, but still no part of 

the frame capacity remains iale, because the frame ends 

right after the last data packet <see Figure 2.3). 

boundary 

1 __ 1 r_2 l_· ._. _. _. ~' V r.1 /2 / • • 
v occupied d occupied 

voice slots data slots 

Figure 2-3: 
Frame transmission, using the VFMB scheme. 

Although the above arrangement involves considerable 

hardware complex! ty, it increases the transmission 
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efficiency of the link, by reducing the idle frame 
capacity, and improves the packet transmission delay. 
However, since the frame period is not constant any more, 
the voice customers will have a problem of synchronization 
from frame to frame, with risk of losing the voice 
transparency through the transmission. However, we may 
take care of this problem, by choosing a certain maximum 
value for the frame size, and even by allowing some 
butfering of the voice for limited time intevals, without 
affecting the quality, and intelligibility of the 
connection. In Chapters, we will discuss more about how 
to preserve the transparency of the voice transnission. 

The criteria for the performance evaluation of the 
Variable Frame structure will be: 
a) The loss probability, PL, for the voice customers; besides this, the expected transmission time for an average voice message, ETR, which depends on the average frame duration. 

b) The expected waiting time, EW, for the data customers, which will be again: 

EW=ES+ED 

as in the Fixed Frame scheme. 

In the Figure 2.4, we summarize the properties of the 
described integrated transmission schemes, and in the next 
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chapter we will derive analytical expressions for the 
evaluation of their performance characteristics. 

available unUMd performance 11011 IIOCI criterta 
tram• VOICE DATA duration VOICE DATA VOICE DATA 

FFFB ,s ... >t s N <S-vl+ (N-d )t PL EW 

FFMB (S+N)T s Nt(S•vl 0 (Nt( S-v)+.d]1 Pl I EW 

VFMB lv+d)'r s N 0 O· PL,ETR EW 

Figure 2-4: Properties of the various integrated transmission schemes. 
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3. A GENERAL TECHNIQUE FOR THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OP THE 
SCHEMES 

3.1 Peecription of Models 

In order to evaluate the performance of a hybrid 

transmission scheme, it is always necessary to introduce a 

specific model that describes the function of the hybrid 

link; then, according to that model, we try to evaluate 

the performance characteristics of the system. 

The multiplex structure of a hybrid switching scheme 

can be modelled in general, as a so called hqueueing gate• 

Csee Figure 3.1>. The gate is a queueing system with two 

types of arrivals, and an operating rule, that allows the 

customers access to the system only at fixed intervals of 

time. There is some flexibility about the detailed 

characteristics of the above model. More specifically, 

within the model! uefinition, the tollowing 

characteristics must be specified: 

- The period of the gate opening, 'f • t·or 
example, °'g may be equal to the frame piriod. 

- The probability distribution fAv CfA) that 
describes the voice (data) arrival process. For 
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Incoming 
customers 
(fA,fN) 

Figure 3-1: 

gate 
peri.od = 't S 

Illustration of a queueing gate. 

example, we may assume independent Poisson arrivals, for voice and data customers. 

- The probability distribution f8v CfH), that describes the holding times for voice (data) customers, that is, for how long a certain customer occupies a slot that has been assigned to him. For example, we may assume exponential holding times, for voice and data customers. 

- The voice, and data population characteristics. For example, we may assume infinite voice and data population. 

- The capacity of the existing buffer (usually for data packets). For example, we may assume infinite buffer capacity. 

- Tne correlation assumptions, about the considered random variables. .t·or example, we may assume that the number of data customers in the system is independent of the number of occupied voice slots. 

channel 

Now we will present a general method, which can be used 
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ror the evaluation of the performance characteristics of a 
hybrid link. The main technique involved in that method, 
is the use of z-transform. 

3.2 Aoolysis far Voice Traffic 

First we define the model that describes the 
switching of voice traffic. By using this model, we will 
evaluate the probability CPL) that a new arriving customer 
will be •blocked•, just after the next gate opening. Now 
let's call 

pv1: Probability of i busy voice slots, 
just after the gate opens. 
pv1, with i=0,1, ••• ,s are the 
state probabilities of a finite state Markov 
chain, with probability transition matrix Pijv' where 

pi.v: Probability of j busy voice slots just after the gaie opens, under the condition that i voice slots were busy just after the last opening. The following will hold: 
5 
[ P· v=l 

i::o 1 s 

P , V =[ p, Vp , , v 
J . 1 lJ t=o 

j=o,1, ••• ,s 

Notice that if the frame duration b is finite, the 
average number of voice customers arriving between two 
successive gate openings is finite, and those customers 
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who do not f 1nd an empty slot are rejected from the 
system. Therefore, it is intuitively obvious that pv 1 
for i•0,1, ••• ,s exists. Now, let's call 
nvi: Probability of i voice arrivals between two successive gate openings. Of course nvi depends on the voice arrivals distribution. 

The next step is the evaluation of the transition 
probabilities pvij' by using the probabilities nvi' and 
the holding time distribution of the voice customers. 

'!'hen we use pVij' to evaluate pvi ror i=0,1, ••• ,s. 
We can to this by solving the linear system of equations 
(E) • 

Now we can use the probabilities pv, and nvi' in order to determine the b1ocRing probability PL. 

We summarize the steps involved in the performance 
evaluation of the voice traffic: 

1. Define the model for the voice traffic. 
2. Evaluate the transition probabilities pVii' by using the distribution of the voice arrivals, and voice holding times. 

3. Evaluate the state probabilities pv1, by using the transition probabilities. 
4. Evaluate the blocking probability PL, by using the state probabilities, and the arrival distribution. 
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J.3 Analysis for Data Traffic 

First we define the model that describes the data 
traffic transmission it can be the same or different than 
the voice traffic model. By using this model, we will 
evaluate the expected waiting time EW of a data customer 
(packet>, until its transmisson. Now let's call 
Pin= Probability of i data packets in the system ,oA the channels and inthe buffer>, just after then-th gate opening 

Since the data queue achieves equilibrum, we have 
asymptotically (for large n): 

If the frame duration bis finite, and the expected 
number of data arrivals during one frame is less than the 
system capacity available to the data customers, then Pi 
for i=0,1,2, •••• should exist. Now let's call: 
ni: Probability of i data arrivals, between two 
successive openings. Of course, ni depends on the 
data arrivals distribution. 
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'J.'he next step is the evaluation of the probabilities Pi,n 
in terms of Pi,n-l'of n1 and in terms of the holding times 
distribution of the data packets. 

Then we use Pi ,n co determine the steady - state 
moment generating function P (z) for the number of data 
packets in the system. It will be: 

00 

P(z)=[ PiZi 
i.•O 

(3-1) 

with pi=Pi,n=Pi,n-l (asymptotically, for large nJ 

Now that we know the generating function, it is easy 
to evaluate the mean number of data packets in the system. 
It will be: 

dP(z) 
L=--

dz z=l 
(3-2) 

Then, by using Little's formula, we derive the 
expected delay of data packets, ED: 
ED=l-1.L (3-3) 

where I 1s the average data customer arrival rate 
(and is determined by the arrivals distribution) 

Finally, we evaluate the expected waiting time, EW, 
from the expression 
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t.W•ED+ES (3-4) 

where ES is the expected service time, which is 

considered to be equal to half of the frame duration: 

ES•b/2. 

It would be useful to explain a little more about the 

derivation of tne generating function, from the 

probabilities Pi,n= In general, these probabilities will 

have the form: 

Pi,n=~<i,n) tor i=0,1,2,... and asymptotically, for 

large n, 

If we multiply the i-th equation by zi, and then sum 

all these equations for i=0,1,2, ••• then according to 

(3-1) we will get an expression for the generating 

function: 

DO c,o 

PCz>=[ p,zi=[ f(i)zi . l . 
L:0 l~O 

Now in the right hand side of this equation we 
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attempt to identify P(z), and the z-transform of n1 , which 
"° 

is n<z>•L nizi 
i :o 

If all but a finite number of terms for these 

transforms are present, then we add the missing terms, to 

get the desired forms for P(z), N(z), and then explicitly 

substract them out in the equation. So we end up with an 

equation of the form: 

ACz)PCz)=BCz) 

Now we can solve .for P(z): 

P(z)=BCz)/ACz) (3-5) 

This final form of P(z) contains a number of 

unknowns, which can be eliminated by the following ways: 

- Using the condition p Cl) =l ; actually, this is 
normalizing condition _ Pi =p Cl) =l >. Notice 
that at this point we might need to use L' 
HC?spi ~al' s rule. Using the probabilities Pi , 
with 1=0,1, ••• ,s-1 

- Using the analyticity of the z-transform, we 
observe that in the region of analyticity, the 
transform must have a zero cancel each pole 
(singularity), in order to remain bounded. 
Therefore, in the expression (3-5) the roots of 
B(z) must be equal to the roots of ACZ), for z 
<I. 
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Now we summarize the steps involved in the 
performance evaluation for data traffic: 

l. Define the model for the data traffic. 

2. Evaluate the probabilities Pi,n•f Ci,n). Set 
Pi,n=Pi,n-1=Pi 

3. Multiply the i-th equation by zi 

4. Sum all these equations, for i=0,1,2, ••• 

5. In the resulting single equation, attempt to identify the z-transforms P(z) and NCz>. If needed, add and substract the appropriate missing terms. 

6. Solve for PCz>, in the resulting algebraic equation. 

7. Use the condition p Cl) cl , to eliminate the unknown terms. Use the pole zero cancellation of PCz) to remove any remaining unknowns. 

8. Evaluate the expected number of data packets in the system: 

dP(z) 
L=---

dz z=l 

9. Evaluate the expected delay of data packets 
ED=l-lL 

10. Evaluate the expected waiting time: EW=ES+ED, where ES is half of the (average) frame duration. 

In the following sections, different models are used 
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to describe the hybrid link1 for each specific model, we 

apply the above metnod in order to evaluate the 

performance measures of the link. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE FIXBD FRAME SCHEME 

Here we consider an integrated voice/data multiplex 

structure, which utilizes the f 1xed frame transmission 

scheme, with tixed or movable boundary. 

following: 

- FIXED BOUNDARY CASE: 

Duration of one voice slot: t sec 

Duration of one data slot: t sec 

Available voice slots per frame: S 

Available data slots per frame: N 

J.o'rame duration: CN+S) t=b sec (constant) 

- MOVABLE BOUNDARY CASE 

Duration of one voice slot: t sec 

Duration of one data slot: t sec 

Available voice slots per frame: s 

Available data slots per frame: N+CS-v)+ 

Frame duration: CN+SJt=b sec (constant) 

We assume the 

where vis the number of occupied voice slots, 

in the transmitted frame. 
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4.1 Discrete Time Model 

In this section we analyze the performance of the 

fixed frame scheme, for the cases of fixed, and movable 

boundary. Both cases are studied by using the model that 

was introduced by Fischer et al (31. 

A. Model for Voice and Data Traffic 

The switching process for voice, and data traffic is 

modelled as a discrete time queueing gate, with the 

following characteristcs (see Figure 4.1): 

voice: "'.,. 

"'--
~ 

data: 9 

Figure 4-1: 
Discrete time model, for voice, and data traffic. 

- Period of gate opening: One frame period (tfg=b 
sec) 
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- Voice arrivals distributions Poisson, with 
arrival rate~. 

Probability of i voice arrivals, between two 
successive openings: 

nV • 1 
tor i•0,1,2, ••• 

ii 

nVi•O 

- Data arrivals distribution: 
arrival rate I. 

otherwise 

Poisson, with 

Probability of i data customers between two 
successive openings: 

for i•0,1, ••• 

i1 

otherwise 

- Voice customers holding time distribution: 
Exponential, with mean m-1. 
Probability that an occupied voice slot will 
still be occupied, after b secs: 
Pvu=e-mb 

- Data customers holding time distribution: 
Deterministic. 
Probability that an occupied data slot will 
still be occupied, after x sec: 

Pu=l for x<b 
Pu=O ror x~b 

- Voice population: Infinite 

- Data population: Infinite 
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- Data buffer capacity: Infinite 
- Correlation assumptions: We assume that the number of data customers in the system is independent of the number of occupied voice slots. 'J.'his is true, for the case of fixed boundary. For the movable boundary case however, although this assumption simplifies the performance analysis, it is somehow optimistic, especially under heavy traffic conditions. 
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B. Pixed Boundary 

VOICE TRAFFIC 

As we know, we have: 

nv • i• Probability of i voice arrivals, between two 

openings. 

Pv. 
i• Probability of i busy voice slots, just before 

the gate opens. 

pVij: Probability of j busy voice slots just before 

the gate opens, given that i slots were busy just before 

the last opening. Now let's call: 

qvij: Probability of j busy voice slots just before 

the gate opens, given that i slots were busy, just after 

the last opening (or probability of i-j voice connection 

terminations, between two successive openings). It will 

be: 
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otherwise (4-1) 

Now, the transition probabilities will be: 

"° pVij•S nVtpVij/f for i•0,1, •• ,S-1 j•0,1, ••• ,S 
f:o 

(4-2) 

where pVij/f 11 the same probability as pViJ' under 
the condition of f voice arrivals between two successive 
openings. 

Let's consider two success! ve gate openings (Figure 
4.2), and call: 

tn: Time moment of then-th gate opening. 
j: ~umber of busy voice slots, just before the n-th 
opening. 

i: Number of busy voice slots, just before the Cn-1)-th 
opening. 

x: Number of voice connection terminations between tn, 

tn+l· 

f: Number of voice arrivals, between tn-l' tn• 
It will be: 

or 

j=Ci+f)-x 

x=k-j 
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i ~ .. ,1 
voi,e i(ot, 

~ .. -, :t111 .. I, t,-

1 f Q ... ; •• t, 

j b .. ,, 
V•i'-e Jt.of• 

Figure 4-2: The function of the gate, for the voice traffic 

where k=i+f, is the number of busy voice slots just 
after then-th opening. 
However, it is always x~O, f~O, therefore k>max(i,j). Now 
we have 

nv pV -nv qv -nv gv f ij/f- ~ kj- K-i kj 

Now we can rewrite (4-2) as: 

S-1 
pV1j:~ nvk-iqvkj 

W\q~(~,jl 

(because O~f~oo maxCi,j)~k,oo >, or 
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s-t .o 
PV • V V • V V 1j•• n k-i'J kj.,.• n k-iq kj -· ~· tota•Ci,j) S 

But for k>S we have qv kj•qv Sj (since we. can have at 
most S busy voice slots). Therefore 

'·L " Py .. V V V • V 1j·i " k-iq kj+q sj• n k-i _ -,. ') ltcS .... 111 .. ',) 

and finally 

s-1 o0 
PV ... V V V • V 1j t! n k-i q kj+q sj• n f 

.... ,(i JI f•S-l 
i=0,1,.;.,s-1 j=0,1, ••• ,s (4-3) for 

Of course, for i~S+l, j~S+l, it is pVij=O (4-4) 

For i=S, j=O,l, ••• ,s all voice slots are occupied 
just before the opening, and so we don't care about any 
new voice arrivals. Therefore 

tor i=S j=0,1, ••• ,s (4-5) 

So the transition probabilities are given by 
(4-3)-(4-5). Noe we can write 

s 
V • V pV p ·=• p . . . J ·1, ... 0 l lJ (4-6) 

with j=0,1, ••• ,s 
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and Pvj>O for all j. Furthermore we have 
s 
.z Pvj•l (4-7) 
J•• 

So finally, the state probabilities pvi are the 

solution of the linear system of equations C4-3)-C4-7) Now 

we can evaluate the loss probability PL: If PS is the 

probability that an arriving customer will receive 

service, just after the next opening, then PL will be: 

PL=l-PS 

However PS=ES/E, where 

ES: Expected number of voice customers that arrive 

between two successive openings, and receive seryice,just 

after the gate opens. 

E: Expected total number of voice customers that 

arrive between two openings. 

arrivals). Therefore 
Of course E=>.b (Poisson 

PL=l-(ES/>-.b) (4-8) 

Now let's call 
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nsV11 Probability that i voice customers arrive 
between two successive openings, and receive service just 
after the gate opens. Then it will be 

s ) 
ES~l 1nsviansv1+11nsvi 

L:O !•2. 

where l-nv0 is the probability of at least one 

arrival. Furthermore 

s s 
.z insvi=.Z ill Pvjnsvi/JJ 
l:'2 l='Z 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

where nsv i/j are the same probabilities as nsv i, 
under the condition that j voice slots were busy just 
before the last opening. Notice that the index j=S-1 and 
j=S, because in that case, one or zero new customers will 
receive service (and those cases are described by 

V V ) ns l'ns O • Therefore 

However we have 

nsvi/j=nvi tor <i+j)<S (some slots are still unused 
after opening, and so all the new customers received 
service). 
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s- j• l 
nsvi/j•l-1 nvk £or Ci+j)•S Call slots are occupied k10 

after opening, and so at least s-j customers arrived). 
Now, (4-10) becomes: 

S S·Z S-j.t 
.1 insvi.~ Pvj(~ 1nv1+ 
l'~2 J-:.:i ,~z. .. · s-,-1 

+CS-j) Cl-I nvk> J 
IC.'IC> 

By combining C4-9)-C4-ll), we get 

ES•pvs-1<1-nvo>+ 
s-z S-i·I S-H ~I pvJ.(I knvk+CS-j) Cl-I nYk)l 
J><O J'tt t::.C> 

<4-11) 

Now, if we substitute the value of ES into (4-8), we 
will get the desired value of PL. 

DATA TRAFFIC 

As we know, we have: 

ni: Probability of i data arrivals, between two 
successive gate openings. 

Pj,n= Probability of j data packets in the systen Cin the 
slots and in the buffer), just after then-th opening. 
Now let's consider two successive gate openings (Figure 
4.3), and call: 

tn: Time moment of then-th ~~ening. 



On: Number of data packets in the system, just after tn• 

f: Number of data arrivals, between tn-1' tn• 

t 

Figure 4-3: 
The function of the gate, for data traffic. 

The number of transmitted packets between tn-1' tn 

<On-1-N> + packets will remain in the system, and if we 

also count the new packet arrivals, we will get: 

Therefore will be On-l' if On-l <N, or N if On-l ~N. 

On=<On_1-N>++f (4-12) 

And so, since f>O, it will be: 

f=O n 
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Now we can evaluate the state probabilities Pj,ns 

co 

Pj,n•Pr[On•jl•Z PrCOn-1•kJPr[Q0 •j/0n-l•kl 
K: c, 

(4-14) 

In order to have 00 •j, under the condition that 
On-l•k all that we need is f data arrivals between tn-l' 
tn, with f satisfying (4-13). Therefore 

nj for o,k<N 

Now (4-13) becomes 

N-1 N-+j 

PJ· n=Z Pk n-l11J·+Z Pk n-l0 J·-k+N I l(:.o I 1c~~ I 

and asymptotically Cfor large n) 

1'4.I N+.j 

Pj=Z pknj+Z Pk"j-k+N or 1c~o k,::N 

j+N 
Pj=Cpo+P1+ ••• +pN-1>nj+J: Pinj+N-i 

J,:. N 

with j=0,1,2, ••• (4-16) 

(4-15) 

At this point, from (4-16) we can see that Pj satisfies 
the same system of equations, as the state probabilities 
of a standard M/D/N queueing system. 
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Now we can evaluate the generating function PCz). Prom 
(4-16) we get: 

,,_, 00 

PCz)=NCz>.Z Pi+z-Nz piziN<z) 
1:0 t-..r4 

N-1 

PCz)(zN-NCz)l=NCz>Z CzN-zi)pi 
i :.» 

But 

l'H 

Z <zN-zi)pi 
I~<> P(z)=..:._~~~~~ 

· ·---·-. zNelb Cl-z) _1 
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Now we need to elmina te the N unknowns Pi 
U•0,1, ••• ,N-1). Let Zr <r•0,1, ••• ,N-1) be the roots of 
the equation 

It is obvious that these roots are unique, and all 
lie within the unique circle, except for z0=1. Since P(z) 
is an analytic function, the numerator of (4-17) must also 
have the same roots Zr Cr=O,l, ••• ,N-1), and since it is a 
polynomial of degree N, by using the fundamental theorem 
of algebra, we get: ~-· K(z-1)~ <z-zr> 
P(z)=~~~•-~-' ~~-

Now we remove the unknown k, by using the condition 
P(l)=l. From L' Hospital's rule we get: 

N-lb 
K= N-1 

ff Cl-zr) 
v.1 

So finally 

( N-lb).( 1-z) 

P(z)=~~~~-
z-z ,... r 

+1f-- (4-18) 
r:.1 

1-zr 
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Now we evaluate the expected number of data packets 
in the system (using L' Hospital's rule): 

dP(z) 1 N-<N-lb) 2 

N-1 
L•- aJ: - T 

dz z•l '·
1 l-z r l CN-lb) 

The expected delay for data packets will be: 

Finally, the expected waiting time will be: 

EW=ED+ES 

But ES=b/2 therefore 

1 N-CN-P.> 2 
N•f l 

tw= + ,-1 c1--+ 1 (4-19) 
r:1 

1-zr 2 CH-~> 

where ~=lb is the data traffic intensity. 

c. Movable Boundary 

VOICE TRAFFIC 
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The voice traffic analysis is the same as it was in the 
fixed boundary case. This happens because the number of 
available voice slots per frame is still s, and voice 
traffic is treated as a high - priority class. Therefore 
its performance will be the same as it was in the FFFB 
case. 

DATA TRAFFIC 

In the data traffic performance for the FFMB case was 
evaluated by using the technique of •unconditioning•. 
Instead of that, here we will use the general method that 
we described before, and get the same results as those in 
Cal. 

Let's consider two successive gate openings (see 
Figure 4.4>, and call: 

Ovn: Number of occupied voice slots, just after tn. 
On: Number of data customers in the system, just after 

The state probabilities ~j.Tn will be: 

$ 

Pj,n=Pr(On=jl=Z Pr(Qvn-i=S-k). 
K:o 
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(4-20) 
The expression (4-20) is written in this form, because we 
assume that On and Ovn are statistically independent 
(uncorrelated). Notice however, that large values of ovn 
tend to be correlated with large values of On, and this 
fact will affect our finals results Cas we will seeJ. If 
we had not assumed statistical independence, the 
expression for Pj,n would be: 

pl, n=PrCOn=jl=Z PrCOvn-i=S-k,On-l=iJ. ' k,l 

.Pr[On=j/On-1=i, oVn-1=8-k) 

The difference between the fixed and the movadle 
boundary scheme, is actually in the number of available 
data slots per frame: In the FFMB, if a frame contains S-k 
occupied voice slots, then we have N+k available data 
slots. In the FFFB we always have S voice slots (occupied 
or not), and N available data slots. Therefore we may 
consider the FFFB as a special case of the FFMB wit s-O=S 
occupied voice slots, and N+O available data slots. 
However, we recall that the state probabilities for the 
FFFB case C - F ···--T' were given by (4-14), (4-17}. Pj ,n-P j ,n , 

Therefore we can rewrite (4-14} in the following form: 
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00 

pFj n•Pr(Qn•jl~I Pr(Qn-i•il. 
, ~-0 

Pr(Qn•j/On-i•i, ovn-i•Sl 

But from (4-17) 

Therefore, for the general case of S-k occupied voice 

slots, and N+k available data slots, we can write: 

and asymptotically, for large n 

c; NflH N-t t-+J 

Pj=J: Pr[QV=S-k][J: pinj+J: Pinj-i+N+Kl => 
~ ... o l::o [~t41e 

~ Nf~,1 tH11.+j 

Pj=J: Pvs-k[nj~ Pi+~ Pinj-i+N+kl 
I<;;.::, 1:.c, l':-N+lt 
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with j•0,1,2, ••• Now we can evaluate the generating 
function P(z): 

tP , S cd • f,1'4 .. •I .1 p.z)=J: Pvs-ktl n•zJ~ Pi+ 1:0 ) t:v. Jti, J 1::, ,.., • J•t.•t 

+~zJ~ Pi "j+N+k-1 l J' u l:11,~ 
~ ,-i ...... 

.PCz>=I Pvs-klN<z>.Z Pi+ 
k:o 1:~ 

('Q ; ... ,J ... 

+z-(N+k>z I p.zin. zj+N+k-i] . . 1 J+N+k-i ~ J;.o 1:fJO 

P(z)st Pvs-kfN<z>)fpi+z-CN+k>Ncz>l p1z1J 1::~.:, 1:.u ,:~a. 
S rHl(-1 

P(z>=I Pvs-klN<z>Z Pi+ I<.:.:, ! t V 

N4K-\ 
+z-(N+k)N(z) (P(z>~Z pizi)J ~ 

s 
~Cz)(zN+S_N<z>I Pvs-kzS-kJ= 

"""'"' 

1:.:> 

S Nt1<·• , =NCz>I I Pvs-kPi[zN+S_zs-k+1J 
t:o 1-:..:> 

and finally 

·-··-·· •• , ...... • .• -i.~ .. ·~··•'"'"'~, .. ~ .. 

However N(z)=e-lb(l-z) and so 
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(4-22) 

As we see, in (4-22) we must eliminate the CN+S) unknowns 
Cpo,Pl'· .. ,PN+s-1>. Let Zr (r•O,l, ••• ,N+S-1) be the N+S 
roots of the equation 

It is obvious that these roots are unique and all lie 
within the unit circle, except for z0•1. Since P(z) is an 
analytic function,the numerator of (4-22) must also be 
zero at Zr <r=0,1, ••• ,N+S-1). And since it is a 
polynomial of degree S+N, by using the fundamental theorem 
of algebra we get: 

~.~ _, 
K<z-l>I {z-zr> 

p (z) = r:, 

zN+Selb<l-z)_pv(z) 

Now we can eliminate the constant K, by using the 
normalizing condition PCl)=l. 
rule, we get: 

5 
N+S-lb-J: kp V k 

.-..-., 

By using L' Hospital's 

where we have used the fact that dPv(z) 

'b-1 
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So finally 

Now the expected number of data customers in the 

system will be 

L=~ I -
dz z=l 

s 
J: k(k-l)pvk-CN+S) (N+S-l)-(lb) 2+21b(N+S) f'tC·t 
k. ... '2 r I :: __________________ .,. - (4-23) 

2(N+S-lb-Z kpvk) t"cl 1-?.r 
It. .... 

The expected delay for data customers will be 

ED=l-1L=l-l{ dP(z) / I 
d 1. i:.I 

and finally, the expected waiting time will be 

EW=ES+ED or 

EW= ~ + .-.l{ dP (z)} 

2 dz 

where dP(z)I 
dz z=l 

is given by (4-23) 

(4-24) 

Notice that here again the quantity lb represents the 
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aata traffic intensity, ~-lb. If we consider the simple 
case S•l, N•O as an example, then (4-23), (4-24) will give 
us: 

EW•- + (4-25) 

4.2 simplified discrete time model 

In this section we analyze once more the performance 
of the fixed frame scheme, for the cases of fixed, and 
movable boundary. Hoth cases are studied by using the 
models which were introduced by Gitman et al (4). 

A. Voice Traffic Model 

The switching process for the voice traffic (for both the 
FFFB, and FFMB cases) is modelled as discrete time 
queueing gate, with the following characteristics: 

- Period of gate opening: 
(1'g=b). 

une frame period 

- Voice arrivals distribution: .l'Oisson, with 
arrival rate >.. .l'robability of i voice arrivals, between two successive openings: 
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nvi•O otherwise 

- Voice customers holding 
Exponential, with mean m-1. occupied voice slot will after b secs: 
Pvu=e-mb 

- Voice population: Infinite. 

time distribution: 
Probability that an 

still be occupied, 

- Furthermore we assume the following: ).b<<l, which means that we may neglect the probability of more than one voice arrivals during one frame period Cb secs) and Smb<<l, which means that we may neglect the probability of more than one voice call terminations during one frame period, without making considerable error. These approximations allow us to treat the system as a birth - death queuing system. In this way, we finally come up with a closed form solution for the voice traffic blocking probability. 

A. Voice Traffic Analysis 

The voice traffic analysis will be the same for the FFFB, 
and and FFMB case. Let's call again: 

Pv. i• Probability of i busy voice slots, just before 
the gate opens. 

pvi,j: Probability of j busy voice slots just before 
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the gate opens, given that i slots were busy, just before 
the last opening. 

Now let's consider two successive openings (time 

moments tn-l' tn>, and call ov n the number of occupied 

voice slots, just before tn. We have: 

Pi,j•O for li-jl)2, according to our assumptions. 

For O<i<S we have: 

=Pr(one arrival between tn-l' tnl• 

.Pr[i voice slots still busy at tnl= 

=nv1<PvH>i=<>.be->.b> <e-mb> or 

Pi,i+l=>.bexpC-C>.+im)bJ 

furthermore we have 

P, • 1=Pr[QV =l-1/QV 1=i)= 1,1- n n-

=Pr[no arrivals between tn-1' tnJ• 

.Pr[Ci-1) voice slots still busy at tnl= 

=(e,.b) [ ce-mb,i-lc1-e-mb)] 
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Pi,i-l~imbexp(-C>.+Ci-l)mbJ 

Summarizing, we have the following transition 

probabilities: 

pi .ao ,J tor '1-j f )2 

for O~i~S 

Pi,1-1=iCmb)expl-C>.+Ci-l)mbJ=Di/b for O<i<S 

(4-26) 

where Bi, Di are the •birth•, and •death· 

coefficients of the system (they are defined to be the 

rates at which one customer is coming into the system or 

is leaving the system, per time unit). 

However, in general in a birth - death process, if 

the values of Bi, D1 are known, then the equilibrum 

solution for the state probabilities pvk will have the 

following standard form: 

1£.· I 

Pvk=Pvoff £Bi/Di+1l 
i=o 
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for k>S <4-27) 

with a single unknown constant, pV0 

Now, from (4-26) we get: 

lt•I 

pvk.Pvo!' (C"111-1>1Ci+l)J for k•l,2, ••• ,s ,:o 

(4-28) 

From C 4-28) we can see that these solutions have 
exactly the same form as the state probabilities of a 
standard M/M/S queueing system. Consequently their values 
will be: 

Cf'1 i/il J 

Pv i=B Cf11,i> = s 

z ,1i/i1 
l= 0 

~ 
with Z Pvi=l 

i:.o 

(4-29) 

But since only one voice customer may arrive between 
two successive openings, the blocking probability for 
voice customers will be simply the probability of finding 
S occupied voice slots. Therefore 
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(4-30) 

where t'i·>.m-1 is the voice traffic intensity, in 
Brlangs. 

This is the well known •Erlang-a• formula, and as we 
have just proved that it is a close approximation for the 
blocking probability of voice customers. 

In order to show that our assumptions for ~b<<l, and 
Smb<<l are true in reality, let• s consider the range of 
parameters in practical systems: The values of the frame 
period are typically in the range of 5 ms~b~SOms. The 
holding time .is in the order of 60 sec~m-1~300 sec, and 
the number of available slots per frame CS) is a few 

hundred or less. Therefore Smb<<l. Furthermore, in 
typical, well designed, circuit switched systems, the 
blocking probability is low, and the number of voice 
channels S is in the same order of magnitude as the 
average traffic intensity ~Im. Therefore ~b<<l. b'Or 

example, if m-1=300 sec, b=30 ms, ,.1 ~100 Erlangs, and 
S<lOO slots, we obtain Smb=0.01 and ~b=0.01. ,,,. 

o•• ........ r 
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a. Data Traffic Model 

The switching process for the data traffic is modelled as 
a queueing gate (Figure 4. 5) with the following 
characteristics (for both the FFFB, and FFMB cases): 

- Period of gate opening: Equal to the duration of one slot 
C'fg='f sec). 

- Data arrivals distribution: Poisson, with rate 
•• Probability of i data arrivals between two successive openings: 

i-=0,1,2, ••• 
ii 

n1=o otherwise. 
- Data customers holding time distribution: Deterministic. 

Probability that an occupied voice slot will still be occupied after x sec: 

p8=1 1f x<t 
p8=0 if x~'f 

- Data population: Infinite 

- Data buffer capacity: Infinite 

- Furthermore, we assume the following: Each gate opening allows one voice or data slot to be transmitted. The decision whether the transmitted slot will contain voice or data aepends on the boundary ajlocation policy (fixed or movaele J • '.l.'he gate is actually a channel access switch, which has two possible positions: "voice", and "data". 
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Nov let's call 11 ~robability that the channel 

access switch is at the •data• position <allowing the 

transmission of one data packet). It will bes 

average number of available data slots per frame 
1--------------------

total number of slots per frame 

voice : A, "' 

data : 9 

DATA 

service .,._ __ ...,. box 

Probability the switch is VOICE : f - i 
DATA : ,J 

Figure 4-4: 
Simplified discrete time model. 

Now the values of I will be: 

For the case of FFFB: lp•N/CN+S) 

For the case of FFMB: a..•[N+(S-V))/(N+S) 

channe, 

(4-31) 

wher.e .... \Ut..Ci] l .v the.. average numbec ..• of occupied voice 

slots per frame. Of course it will be: 
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:; 
V•Z iPr £i occupied voice slots per f rameJ and by 

using (4-29) we get: 
j 

J.u,11,11 > 
VaZ iB(tli,i)•----r ,11,11 

>-' 

·-------
t~1i1u 
i:.:, 

-=---- =CZ B<,1 ,k> l=,1 ll-B(~l'S) J 
~ ,ii/ii I(~.., 

i: ... 

(4-32) 

Notice that the switch position is a random process, 

described by the probability I, which is the same for 

every gate opening. Therefore this process is 

uncorrelated from frame to frame. However, this is not 

true for the case of movable boundary, where the number of 

voice customers (and therefore the switch position) is 

strongly correlated, from frame to frame. As we will see 

later, this may introduce some error in the obtained 

results. 

c. Data Traffic Analysis 

FIXED BOUNDARY 
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Let's consider two consecutive gate openings, at the 
moments tn-l' tn• As we know, we have: 

Pi,n= Probability of i data packets in the system, 
just after tn• 

ni: Probability of i data arrivals, between tn-l' tn• It 
will be: 

(4-33) 

where l=IF and 

Pi,n/v= The same probability as Pi,n' under the condition 
that the (n-1)-th slot was used for voice transmission, 
and 

Pi,n/d: The same probability as Pi,n' under the condition 
that the <n-1)-th slot was used for data transmission. 

Now, suppose that the (n-1)-th slot was available for 
voice transmission. If j data packets were present attn, 
then we need ( i-j) packet arrivals between tn-l' tn, in 
order to have i packets present attn (see Figure 4.6 ). 
Therefore, for the different values of j=O,l, ••• ,i we get: 

i. 't 
Pi,n/v;~ ni-jPj,n-1=i nkPi-k,n-1 J-:o Jc:,o 

(4-34) 
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j da+41 
p4uk1h pr<1C11t 

Otl( -:,i'-( ,.,,.ct 
r ,.~ ..... ;.,,; .. 

~ J4.1f-,.~> ,,..,c .. t 

Figure 4-5: case of <n-1)-th slot available 
for voice transmission 

In the same way, if the (n-1)-th slot is available 

for data transmission, then one data packet will be 

transmitted between tn-l' tn• Therefore, if j data packets 

were present at tn, then we need Ci-j+l) data arrivals 

during tn-l' tn, in order to have i packets present attn 

(see Figure 4. 7 > • Notice however, that in the case of 

j=O, we need only Ci-j> new arrivals <since there is no 

packet to be transmitted, although it could). Therefore, 

for the different values of ja0,1, ••• ,i+l we get: 

ltl 

Pi,n/d=~ ni-j+lPj,n-1+Cni-jPj,nlj=O 
j: I 

or 

l 

Pi,n1d=Z nkPi-k+l,n-1+niPO,n-l 
K-:..> 

(4-35) 
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t 

t i-j+l 

Figure 4-6: ~ase of Cn-1>-th slot 
available for data transmission. 

So finally, from <4-33)-(4-35) we get: 

I 

Pi,n•<l-l>!~kPi-k,n-1• 

and asymptotically, for large n 
l 

Pi=I nkCCl-lJpi-kTlpi+l-k>+nilPo 
11.~o 

,4-36) 

Now we can derive the generating function P(z). 
F.rom .. (4-36) we get: 
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00 l 

-~ zi1z nk((l-l)pi-k+lpi+l-k)+ 
l ~.. I(! .. 

..i, l 

PCz)•Cl-1>.Z Z "kPi-kzi+ 
,: .. """ 

(IO ' 

+IZ ZnkPi+l-k:.:i+ 
i,. ~~ 0 

CICI i 
+lp0~ n1z or 

"" l 
l=-

P(z)•Cl-l>Z Z Cnkzk)Cpi-kzi-k>+ 
i :u l<:v 

(4-37) 

where 
oe , 

F=IZ Z "kPi+l-kz1= 
(:o K:o 

e><> j- I • 

= <ltz>_Z Z nkp · -kzJ= 
;~, 11.":.0 J 

00 j 00 , 

=Cllz>Z Z nkP·-k-<llz>Z n,p
0
zJ= 

j:1 Kai, J j:1 J 

=Cl/z)PCz)NCz>-<ltz>p0NCz> or 

F=Cl/z)NCz) [PCz>-p0 J 

From (4-37), (4-38) we get: 

P <z> = Cl-I> N Cz) P Cz> + Cl/z) NCz> [P Cz>-p
0

J+lp
0
N C z) 

and so 

lp0 cz-l> 
P(z)=~~~~~~~~~ 

z[l+Cl/NCz))-lJ-1 

(4-38) 

The constant Po is determined by the normalizing 
condition PCl)=l. 
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Since NCz)•e-e.c1-z>, using L' Hospital's rule, 
we get: 

I 
Now the average number of data packets in the system 

will be: 

dP(z) 
L•~ =~~~~ 

dz z=l 2Cl-l'f) 

The expected data packet delay will be: 

tf C 2-ltf) 

2 cl-I•> 
and so, the expected waiting time for data packets 
will be: 

EW=ES+ED 

where ES=b/2=[CN+S)tJJ/2 and so 

b tf(2-ltf) 
EW=-+ ----

2 2 C •-••> 
But l=lp=N/(N+S), and tf=b/(N+S). 

If we call Pz=lb the data traffic intensity 
we finally get: 

b b [ 2 ( N+S) - ~] 
EW=-+-----

2 2 (N+S) [N-Pl 
1. 
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MOVABLE BOUNDARX 

The data traffic analysis for this case is exactly 

the same, as for the FFFB case. The only difference is 

that the value of I is now l•t,.i. Therefore we have: 

b b [ 2 C N+S) - fzJ 
EW=- + (4-40) 

where~ is given by (4-31). 

As an example, let's consider the case of S=l, N=O. 
It will be: 

~=1-v with 

v=,1 ti-s <pl's> J =f'il Cl+f'1 > 

Therefore ~=l/C1+,1> and finally 

EW=-+ -------
2. (4-41) 

Now if we compare (4-41) with (4-25) we can see that 

both the discrete time model and the simplified discrete 

ti•i·fuodel ~ive us the same results for N=O, S=l. 
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4.3 contiououa Time Model 

In this section we analyze the performance of the 
fixed frame scheme, only for the movable boundary case. 
Mainly we describe an exact analysis of the data traffic 
performance for the fixed frame movable boundary case, 
which was not analyzed very accurately in the last two 
sections (because we had assumed independence between the 
used random variables,. The following is used for the 
voice, and data traffic, and was introduced by Weinstein 
et al (Sl. 

A. Voice, and Data Traffic Model. 
In this section, in order to take care of the correlation 
between the number of occupied voice slots, and the number 
of data customers in the system, we use a two 
- dimensional continuous time model to describe the 
system, with the following assumptions: 

- We ignore the effect of time quantization due to the frame structure, and assume that voice and data c•Jstomers may enter the system at any moment in time <not only at the moments which are integer multiples of the frame period). 
- We describe the st-at-e·-at-"tlre'system in terms of the two - dimensional continuous time state probabilities, Pi,j(t). Let's call 
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oVct): Number of occupied voice slots, at the moment t. 

O<t>: Number of data customers in the system Cin the slots, and in the buffer>, at the moment t • It will be : 

Pi,j(t)IPr(Ov<t>=i, OCt)•jJ 

As t-t oo , the system reaches its steady state, 
with (dpi, j <t> /dtl •O. If ov=t~f!'Ov Ct> and 
O=fJ~O<t> are the steady state numbers of customers in the system, the steady state probabilities will be: 

(4-42) 
- we assume that the voice arrivals isdistribution 

is Poisson, with rate~. 
Probability of i voice arrivals int secs: 

nV,=-----1 • I 
L. 

for i=0,1,2, ••• 

otherwise 
- The data arrivals distribution is Poisson, with 

rate I. 
Probability of i data arrivals, int secs: 

for i=0,1,2, ••• 

i ! 

otherwise 
- The voice customers holding time distribution is 

-1 exponential, with mean m1 • 
Probability that an occupied 
still be occupied after t sec: 
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- Furthermore we assume that the data packet 
lengths are exponentially distributed, with mean 
m2- 1 \instead of being constant, and equal to 
the duration of one data slot, •>. Usually we 

-1 consider the value m2 =•· 
Probability that an occupied 
still be occupied after t sec: 

data slot will 
PH=e-m2t. 

- Under these assumptions, the system can be modelled as two - dimensional continuous time Markov chain,, with state probabilities Pi,j• 
- In the FFMB scheme, there is a total of S+N available slots, where S are reserved for the voice calls, with priority. In other words, if a voice call arrives and there are less than S voice calls occupying the slots, the call will seize a free slot (channel) if there is one, otherwise it will preempt a data customer, who might be using one of them. The preempted data customer returns to th~ buffer, and is serviced on a first - come first - served basis. 

- We assume infinite voice, and data populations. 
- We assume finite data buffer capacity: M buffer spaces are available for data customers. 

Now, using the above model, we can analyze the data 
traffic performance (by evaluating the state probabilities 
Pi,j and applying the described general method of 
analysis). 

DATA TRAFFIC 

First we ··evaTtia"Ee··the··steady-·state probabilities Pi ,j: 
Since the voice (data) arrivals distribution is Poisson 
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with rate~ <I>, therefore the rate at which voice (data) 
arrivals occur will be ~ Cl>. Since the voice (data) 
holding times distribution is exponential with mean m1-l 
Cm2- 1>, threfore the rate at which voice (data) •deaths• 
occur will be m1 <m2>. The •death• of a customer happens 
when his transmission is completed (and he stops occupying 
the slot that was assigned to him). 

Now let's consider the equilibrium state Ei,j of the 
system, and its neighbouring states Ei-l,j' E1 ,j-l' 
Ei+l,j, Ei,j+l' in the state transition diagram of the 
Figure (4.7). Since the system is in eqilibrium, the flow 
into and out of the state Ei,j must be conserved. This 
means that the input flow must be equal to the output flow 
from the state E· ·• In general, it will be: 1,J 

Flow rate into Ei,j=~Pi-1,j+lpi,j-l+ 

+Ci+l>m1Pi+l,j+Cj+l>m2Pi,j+l 

Therefore in equilibrium we will have: 

C ~+l+im1+j m2 > p. · =~p · 1 , +Ip· · 1-,. 1,J 1- ,J 1,J-

(4-43) 

However the equation (4-43) is very general, and 
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Figure 4-7: State transition diagram: State (i,j)•E1,j 

takes different forms, depending on the different values 
of i,j. So we have the following cases: 

a) If i=0,1, ••• ,s-1 and j=0,1, ••• ,N+S-i-1, then 
all voice customers (i) are transmitted, and 
all data customers (j) are transmitted. Therefore (4-43) 
takes the form: 

()\+l+im1+jm2>P1,j="Pi-l,jTlpi,j-l+ 

+Ci+l>m1Pi+l,j+(j+l>m2Pi,j+l 

b) If i=0,1, ••• ,s-1 and N+S-i~j~M+N+S-i-1, then 
all voice customers (i) are transmitted; 
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CN+S-U of the data customers are transmitted, and the 
rest of them are buffered, the buffer is not full. 
Therefore 

(~+l+im1+CN+S-i)m2>P1,j•~P1-1,j+lpi,j-l+ 

+Ci+l)m!Pi+l,j+CN+S-i)m2pi,j+l 

c) If i•0,1, ••• ,S-1 and j=M+N+S-i then 

all voice customers Ci) are transmitted; 

CN+S-i) of the data customers are transmitted, M of them 
are buffered, and the rest of them are •1ost•; the buffer 
is full, and no new data customers are accepted in the 
system Cpi,j+l=O). Therefore 

C~+im1+CN+S-i>m2>Pi,j=~Pi-l,j+ 

+lpi,j-1~Ci+l>m1Pi+l,j 

d) If i=S and j=0,1, ••• ,N-1 then 

s voice customers are transmitted, and the rest of them 
are lost; no new voice customers are accepted in the 
system, and Pi+l,j=O. 

all data customers (j) are transmitted. Therfore 

<l+Srn1+jrn2>Ps,j=1'ps-1,j+ 

+lps,j-1+<j+l>rn2Ps,j+l 
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e) If i•S and N,j~M+N-1 then 

S voice customers are transmitted, the rest of them are 

lost, and Pi+l,jaO. 

N of the data customers are transmitted, and the rest of 
them are buffered (buffer is not full). Therefore 

f) If i•S and j•M+N then 

S voice customers are transmitted, and the rest of them 

are lost; Pi+l,j=O. 

N of the data customers are transmitted, and the rest of 

them are lost; the buffer is full, and Pi,j+l•O. 
Therefore 

CSm1+Nm2>Ps,j=~Ps-1,jTlps,j-l 

Notice that we assume: 

P-1,j=Ps+1,j=Pi,-1=Pi,M+N+s+1-i=O 

and when N=O the equation (4-43,d) is meaningless. 

Now we can see that the state probabilities Pi,j 

satisfy the system of equations C4-43,a)-C4-43,f). In the 

case M=oo, the above system can be solved formally, using 

the general technique that we described. Since we have 

two - dimensional state probabilities, we define the 

generating function: 
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Furthermore we have the normalizing condition 

Now we can solve for Pi Cz) by developing a set of 

linear equations of the form 

A(z)P(z)•B(z) (4-44) 

where A(z) is an CS+l)xCS+l) matrix (which is a 

function of the parameters ~,l,m1 ,m2 ,N,S) and PCz) is an 

CS+l) xl vector, with components P0 Cz>, P1 Cz>, ••• , Ps Cz>. 

BCz) is an CS+l)xl vector, depending on the unknown 

probabilities Pi,j for i=0,1, ••• ,s and j=0,1, ••• ,N+S. The 

solution of (4-44) for PCz) can be carried out, using the 

general tachnique that we have described. Finally, when 

Pilz) has been found, the expected number of data 

customers in the system will be: 

s 
L=E{Q}=Z CPiCz))' z=l 

L:.b 
.400••·~····-... ,.,: 

and the mean delay will be 
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Therefore, the expected waiting time will be 

EW•Cb/2)+1-lL (4-45) 

although the above solution can be realized, it is 
practically difficult to evaluate, for reasonably large 
values of N and s. Some examples, and approximation 
techniques have been developed by Chang[~]. 

However, for the special case of S=l, N=O, we can 
easily evaluate the performance of the system, and get 
some useful information about its behaviour. For this 
case, the system of difference equations for Pi,j takes 
the following form: 

Ca> 

Cb) 

for j=l,2, ••• 
C4-46) 

and 

Cc) 

Cl+m1>P1 ·="Pu ,+lpl '1 ,] ,] ,J- Cd) 

for j=l,2, ••• 
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Now, using (4-46,b) we get: 

z-lc~+l+m2,cP0Cz>-p0, 0J=IP0 <z>+ 

+m1z-l(pl Cz) ·P1,oJ+m2z-21PoCz)-Cpo,o+zpo,1J 

and after multiplying by z2 

C~+l+m2>P0Cz>-m2P0<z>-lz2P0Cz>=m1zPi<z>+ 

+C~+l+m2>zpo,o-m2Po,o-<m1P1,o+m2Po,1>z 

After using (4-46,a) get 

C-tz2+c~+l+m2>z-m2>P0 Cz)= 
=m1ZP1Cz)+m2Cz-l)Po,O 

In the same way, from (4-46,d) we get: 

or 

and finally 
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Now from the system of equations <4-47), (4-48) 
we get: 

P1(zJ•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(-lz2+<>.+l+m2>z-m2JCICl-zJ+m1l-Jwn1 

and 

(4-50) 

Furthermore, we have the normalizing condition 

From <4-47) we get 

Furthermore, from (4-49)~ using L' Hospital's rule, 
we get 

m2>.Po, 0 
pl <l) = 

ml m2-lm1 ->.I 

Now, from <4-51)-(4-53) we get 

m 1 m2-tm1 ->.I 
Po,o= or 

m2 c>.+m1, 

Cl-~-,1 ~) 

(4-49) 

(4-51) 

(4-52) 

(4-52) 

Po,o= (4-54) 
Cl+'91) 
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where , 1•>vm1 , ~·ltm2 are the voice, and data 

traffic intensities. 

Now using (4-49), <4-50), combined withC4-54), we get 

<using L' Hospital's rule) the expected number of data 

customers in th system: 

dP0 Cz> dP1 <z> 
L•E(Q)•--

dz 

or 

+----
~-1 dz 

Pi_u+,1 > 2+ <~1 I> /m1 
L•-----------

(1+f'1 1 C 1- ~-,1 ~) 

and finally 

EW•Cb/2)+1-lL 

z•l 

(4-55) 

(4-56) 

Notice that in this section we did not analyze the 

voice traffic performance, because it has been accurately 

analyzed in previously in this chapter, using the discrete 

time models. 
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S. ANALYSIS FOR THE VARIABLE PRAii£ SCBEME 

s.1 _fraae Length constraints 

Here we consider an integrated voice/data multiplex 

structure that utilizes the variable frame (movable 

boundary> transmission scheme. We assume the following: 

- Duration of one voice-slot:• sec 

- Duration of one data-slot:• sec 

- Available voice slots per frame: s 

- Available data slots per frame: N 

- Duration of the i-the 

sec] where <vi>, (di> 
numbers of occupied voice 
i-th transmitted frame. 

frame: C<v>i+(d)i]'fl=bi 
are respectively the 
and data slots in the 

As we have mentioned before, in the variable frame 

scheme, the variation of the frame length affects the 

synchronization of the voice traffic, and may create a 

loss of its transmission transparency. In order to avoid 

that, we assume that the frame size is upper - bounded to 

a certain maximum value, which allows us to regain the 

synchronization at the receiving node. The voice 

digitization rate and the transmission rate over the link 

are designed so that they allow us to buffer the voice 

bits which are generated during the average frame 
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auration, for the same reason the frame length is also 

lower-bounded to an appropriate minimum value. Finally 

with the help of some (limited time) buffering of voice 

bits before their transmission and some equalizing 

buffering at the receiving node, it is possible to realize 

the variable frame structure, and still preserve the 

transparency of the voice transmission. 

In order to illustrate this, suppose that voice calls 

are digitized at a rate of R bits/sec and that the 

duration of an average generated voice message is tv secs: 

in other words, the length of the average voice message is 

CRtv> bits. Since each voice slot accomodates n=•r bits 

Cr is the transmission rate over the link), then the 

average voice message requires 

m-1= Rt /n CS-1) V 

voice slots for its transmission. These m-1 voice slots 

will be contained in consecutive frames of variable 

length. If all the frames had the same duration of be 

secs, then the transmission of the voice message would be 

completed after C1ft-lbc) secs. ~o if we want the 

transmission to last as long as the original message 

duration, we must have: 
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(5-2) 

Therefore we may consider that every be seconds an active 
voice customer •v• generates packets of bits (equivalent 
voice slots), which must be accomodated periodically in 
consecutive frames. If the duration of these frames is 
constant and equal to be seconds , the transmission of 
course will be transparent (see Figure). 

be 

r boundary 1 
! I !vi ! II jvj I 

~ 
I 

j/. 
I ., 

bt=b, l>t.,=b, 
scheduled departures 

t t .. f 

Figure 5-1: Consecutive frames of constant length, 
and scheduled departure times 

However, in the variable frame scheme, the frames are 
not transmitted periodically, since their length varies. 
So, even if we have designed the average frame duration b 
to be equal to be secs, some of the transmitted frames may 
last longer than be secs <say b'>bc >. In that case, the 
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scheduled 
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. tt 

~ voice slot 
delay 

Figure s-21 ~onsecutive frames of variable length, 
and actual departure times 

voice s.1ot will have to be buffered and be transmitted 

Cb'-bc> secs later than its •scheduled• transmission (see 

figure>. Even if the subsequent frames are shorter than 

be secs, the above situation may finally result in a loss 

of the transmission transparency (when the introduced 

extra delay of Cb' -be> secs exceeds a certain value). 

This can be avoided if the frame duration is bounded by 

some maximum value bmax=CN+S)f which is appropriately 

chosen to allow the preservation of the transmission 

transparency. Furthermore, we consider the minimum frame 

length constraint that bmin=Sf, and so the transmission of 

a new frame starts at least S slots after the start of the 

last frame. lif the last frame contains less than S 
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slots, then same •1d1e• slots are transmitted until the 
completion of s slots). 

So finally the length of any transmitted frame b1 
satisfies the constraint: 

CS-3) 

In the following sections we analyze the performance 
of the variable frame (movable boundary> scheme, using the 
models which were introduced by Maglaris et al (6). 

s.2 Round Robin processor sharing, for voice traffic, 

A. Voice traffic model 

Here, in order to simplify the analysis of the system, we 
consider the case of a finite population of S voice 
customers. Each of them is assigned a dedicated slot, in 
the voice portion of the frame. If a certain customer is 
not active just before the start of the new frame, his 
slot will not be included in that frame. Since there are 
S avail~ble voice slots per frame, the generated voice 
calls will always receive service, and so the blocking 
probability will be zero: 
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(5-4) 

However, the transmission of a voice message may last 
longer than the original message duration, because of the 
variations of the frame length. So, it is important to 
evaluate the average transmission time CETR) of voice 
messages, in order to know if it affects the voice quality 
and intelligibility. 

Voice slots are assigned to active voice customers, 
according to the variable frame slot allocation 
mechanism. This mechanism has the same properties as a 
processor - sharing algorithm c•round robin•) where a 
processor serves sequentially each active customer for a 
short period of time (equal to one voice slot) until his 
transmission is completed. 

So, we can model the voice switching process by a 
group of S voice customers permanently connected to a 
service box (figure 5.3); the service box serves the 
active customers according to the round robin service 
- sharing algorithm (which is represented by a loop inside 
the service box). the number of voice messages (Sil-i.n 
the service box is equal to the number of active voice 
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customers: s i •vi. Let• s ca 11 V and D respectively the 
average number of voice and data customers per frame. Nov 
we assume the following: 

V active 
customers 

"\ .. 
"1* 

Figure 5-3: 

service box 

Model for the switching of voice traffic 

channel 

- Each of the S voice customers generates new calls, according to a Poisson distribution of 
rate >. Con the average, >. new messages are generated per second, per customer>. So 
totally, the service box receives on the average SJ\ new messages per second. This is equivalent to Poisson arrivals at the service box, with 
rate s>.. 

- The length of the voice messages which are generated by each customer is exponentially 
distributed, with mean m-1 slots Cso on the 
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average m messages are generate per generated slot, per customer>. Since the average number of active voice customers is V, then totally Vm messages are terminated per generated slot, among the messages which totally arrive at the service box. Equivalently, the length of the messages which totally arrive at the service box 
is exponentially distributed, with mean Cmv>-1 
slots. 

- Voice population: S customers. 

- Voice buffer capacity: s customers (for buffering the generated voice packets, until the start of a new frame). 

B. Voice traffic analysis 

In the following analysis, we consider two parts: 

1. Evaluate the probability distribution for the number of (active) voice customers in the system (that is also needed for the data traffic analysis), and 

2. evaluate the average transmission time, ETR. 

PART 1. 

It is known that a finite population CS) round robin 
service sharing algorithm (Figure 5. 4) has the following 
property: 

- If the processor serves the arriving messages sequentially, in infitisimal time slices, and 
- new messages arrive according to a Poisson 

process of rate 1\R, and 
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. cycled 
arrlvall 

I ·1-.. 
new arrivals depa,tures 

Figure 5-41 
Round Robin processor 

- the duration of the new arriving messages is 
exponent1aliy distributed with mean mR-1 
seconds, 

then the number of messages CM) in the processor 
follows the stationary probability distribution: 

PCM=k)= S1 ( ~R) kJ1 ~ (~\i] 
CS-k) l mR / liaCS-i) 1 mR / 

(5-5) 

Now let• s apply (5-5) to the voice traff idc model 
that we described before, assuming that• is very short, 
compared to 1/J\: 

According to our model, new messages arrive at the 
processor, at a Poisson process of rates~, and so ~R=SJ\ 
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lS-6) Furthermore, new messsages that arrive at the 
processor have exponentially distributed lengths, with 
mean cmv>-1 slots. But in CS-5> we need the mean duration 
of arriving messages, expressed in secs Clet's call it 
lm'>-1> - that is, the actual time needed for their 
transmission. 

As we know, each message may occupy only one slot per 
trame. Therefore, an average message -Cmv>-1 slots 
long- will be completely transmitted after Cmv>-l frames. 
Therefore the expected transmission duration will be: 

Cm') -l= CmV> -lb 

where b is the average duration of a transmitted 
frame (in secs). Since the average frame contains V voice -customers, and D data customers, it will be: 

b=CV+D)f secs (5-7) 

So finally 

and so 



CmR,-l.cm•)-lllJ'D-l.ccv+D)/V) (5-8) Therefore, 

according to CS-5), the number of (active) voice customers 
in the i-th transmitted frame ,vi' follows thw 
distribution: 

SI 
Plv•kl• 

CS-k) I 
( s~ ) 1 [. • s 1 (- s~ y J 
-;:- '~(S-i) J --;; (5-9) 

where mR is given by (5-8). 

Now the average number of voice customers per frame will 
be: 

> 
V=I kP[v=kJ 

k"'• 

and by using (5-9), and the normalizing condition 

5 
I P[v=kJ=l 
K::o 

we get 

V=S-(m t /~) Cl-P [v=O)) 
(5-10) 

However, if the voice traffic is heavy, it will be 

very unlikely to have no customers in the system, and so 

we may consider that P[v=Ol-0. 

So finally, trom (5-lOJ, (5-8) we get: 
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m•v 
V•S-----

1'9CV+D) 

PART 2. 

(5-11) 

The length of an average message generated by an 
active customer is equal to m-1 slots. This message needs 
m-1 £rames for its transmission. ·.1·herefore the 
transmission duration will be m-1b secs. So using (5-7), 

we find that the average transmission time of a generated 
voice message will be: 

(5-12) 

5.3 Discrete Time Model, for data traffic, 

A. Data traffic model 

The switching process for the data traffic is modelled as 
a discrete time queueing gate, with the following 
characteristics (Figure s.S>: 

- Times of gate opening: Just before the start of 
a new frame. 
So the time between the i-th and the ( i+l)-th 
opening is equal to the duration of the i-th frame: 

<• >·=b·=Cv +d·J• g 1 l. l. 1 (5-13) 
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Figure 5-51 
Discrete time model for the data traffic 

- Data arrivals distribution: ~oisson, with arrival rate I. 
Therefore, the probability of k data arrivals between the i-th, Ci+l)-th opening will be: 

• cunnef 

for k=0,1,2, ••• 

<nk>i=O otherwise.Now let's call ni/k: The probability of i data arrivals between two openings, under the condition that the transmitted frame (between these openings) contained k data customers. In general, such a frame will contain j voice customers, with O~j~S. Tnerefore, its duration will be Ck+j>• secs, with k•,<j+k>•(<S+k>• secs and so Cunconditioning over j) we get: 

(5-13) 
- vata customers holding time distribution: Deterministic. 

- Probability that an occupied slot will still be occupied after x secs: 
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for x<b and 

for x)b 

- Data population: Infinite 

- Data buffer capacity: Infinite. 
Furthermore, according to the results for the voice traffic, it will be: 

- Distribution of the number of active voice customers: P(v=kJ 
Cas given by (5-9). 

- Voice population: Finite CS) 

- Voice buffer capacity: S 

- c..;orrelation assumptions: we assume that the number of data customers in the system, and the number uf active voice customers are statistically independent (uncorrelated). As we have mentioned in the previous sections, this assumption is not realistic, under heavy traffic conditions. ttowever, if we consider slowly varying voice traffic, we can neglect the error which is introduced by the above assumption. 

B. Data traffic analysis 

When the system reaches its equilibrium state, the 
average number of data packets (slots) per frame, D, will 
be equal to the average number of arriving packets, during 
the duration of an average frame b. Therefore using (5-7), 
and because the average data arrival rate is I, we get: 
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(5-14) 

Now we can solve the system of equations 

(5-11)-(5-14), and find: 

V•S-(mCl-19))/C~t> 

and 

D=CltV)/Cl-lt>, with D<N 

Let's call: 

~=C~tS/m) the voice traffic intensity, and 

~=l<N+S)f the data traffic intensity. 

Now, we can write (5-15) as follows: 

[ 

(N+S- ~)J~ 
V=S-S 

CN+S)p1 

and (5-16) 

V. Pi 
D=---

N +s-Pi 
So finally we can determine the values of b, ETR from 
(5-7)-(5-12): 

f; 
N+S 1 J 

b=1'S. - -
N+S-~ A 

and t 

(5-17) 
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(5-J.8) 

The state probabilities of the system are: 

Pj,n•Pr(011•jJ: Probability of j data packets in the 

system, just before then-th opening. 

Now, let's consider two successive gate openings 

(Figure 5.6) and call: 

tn: Time of then-th opening. 

On: Number of data packets in the system, just after tn• 
dn: Number of data packets in the n-th frame. 
fn: Number of data arrivals, between tn-1' tn. 

The number of transmitted packets between tn-l' tn 

will be On-I if On-I <N, or N if On-l ~N. Therefore, 

t0n_1-N> + packets will remain in the system, and if we 

also count the new data arrivals, we get: 

(5-19) 

We can easily see that CS-1~) is the same as the 

expression C 4-12) , which describes the FFFB scheme. Tne 

only difference is that here the number of data arrivals 
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Figure 5-6: 
The function of the gate, for data traffic 

fn is not constant (like fJ, but depends on the duration 

of then-th frame, bn• Consequently, the equation (4-15) 

(which describes an M/D/N queueing system) will also be 

true for the VFMB scheme. However, instead of the 

probabilities of k new data arrivals, nk, (which do not 

depend on b0 , now we must use the probabilities "kid 
n 

(which depend on bn>• Therefore, we have: 

N-1 N+j 

Pj,n=Z Pk,n-lnj/d Tz Pk,n-lnj-k+N/d 
11, .. 0 n K=-N n 
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<S-20) 

But the number of transmitted packets dn will be: 
dn•On if On<N-1, or d0 =N if 00 ~N. 
Therefore, CS-20) takes the form: 

H·I Nij 
Pj,n=Z Pk,n-lnj/kTZ Pk,n-lnj-k+N/N ~c, i:H 

(5-21) 

Now we can apply the general method that we have 
described, in order to get the generating function of 
Pj ,n' PnCz). Finally, for n->oo we find: 

'1-1 

Z rzNNkCz>-zkNNCz)Jpk 
K•C> 

P(z)= ------------------------------------------- (5-22) 

Here, the only unknown is Nk(z), which is the 
generating functiun of toe probabilities 
nj/k=Pr[fn=J/dn=KJ. 

But the number of arrivals (fn> between two openings 
consists of two terms: The number of arrivals fv during 
the "voice• portion of then-th frame, and the number ot 
arrivals fa during the "data" portion of the frame. So 
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Sinco the random variable fn is the sum of the random 

variables fv, f 0 , conacquently, its generating function 

will be the product o{ the generating functions of these 

two variables. Therefore we can write: 

But Nka<z>=elf(z-l>k, and 

s 
with z'=elf(z-l>, and pV(z)=I Pr[v=iJzi 

i.::• 

So finally it will be: 

Now that we have determined Nk Cz>
1 

the expression 

(5-22) will give us the generating function P(z). Notice 

however that the N probabilities Pk k=O ,1, ••• ,N-1 are 

still unknown. But P(z) must be analytic for lz I ~l. 

Furthermore, the equation 

has N-1 roots: r=l,2, ••• ,N-1 with /zr/ ~l. 
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Therefore, tho numerator of PCz) must also vanish at the 
points z•zr, and the following N-1 equations must be 
satisfied: 

~l 

I INkCz>-zrilpk•O 
i~~ 

with r•l,2, ••• ,N-1 (5-24) 

Furthermore, we have the normalizing condition 

P(l)•l (5-25) 

So the solution of the N equations (5-24),(5-25) 
determines the desired N unknowns. 

Now that PCz) is completely determined by (5-22), the 
average number of data packets in the system will be: 

dP(z) 
(S-26) dz z=l 

Finally, the expected waiting time for the data 
packets will be: 

EW=Cb/2)+1-lL CS-27) 

where bis given by (5-8), and Lis given by (5-26) 
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6. THE RESULTS OF TH£ PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Here we present the numerical results for the 
performance evaluation of the various integrated 
transmission schemes, according to the analysis of the 
models that we described in the last chapters. 

6.1 Voice traffic 
As we have mentioned before, the probability of loss 

for voice customers, PL, is the same for FFFB, and the 
FFMB schemes because in both of them, voice is treated as 
a high priority class. Furthermore, as we said, for small 
values of the voice traffic intensity p1, PL is given by 
the Erlang-B formula (4-30), which is a very good 
approximation to the actual state probabilities of the 
voice traffic , which satisfy the system of equations 
(4-3)-(4-7) 

In Figure 6 .1 we can see the values of PL for the 
different values of p1 , according to the Erlang-B formula. 
We consider a fixed frame structure where S=lO N=S. (The 
data traffic intensity, P, may have any value, since it 2. 

does not affect PL - because voice has priority over data. 
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As we expected, the values of PL are increasing, as 
o1 increases This happens because more customers are lost 
when more customers arrive at the system (and occupy more 
of the s available voice slots. 

In Figure 6. 2 we can see the values of PL for the 
different values of N, that is for the different positions 
of the boundary, within the frame. We assume that the 
total length of the frame is always the same N+S=25 slots. 
As we expected, PL is increasing as N increases. This 
happens because of the decrease in the number of available 
voice slots (S=25-N) 

6.2 Data Traffic 

A. Fixed Frame scheme 

In the Figures ( 6. 3 > - ( 6. 5 > we can see the expected 
waiting times EW for data customers, as a function of ~. 
We consider the cases of fixed and movable boundary, with 
S=lO, N=S. The duration of the frame is b=.01 secs, and 
the values of EW are normalized over b. The voice traffic 
intensity is fixed, p1=S (and corresponds to PL=.018). 
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In Figure ~.3, we show the results from the analysis 
of the discrete time model. These are according to the 
expressions <4-19)-(4-24). As we see, in the FFFB scheme 
EW goes to infinity, as ~ approaches 5 C•N), which is the 
portion of the link capacity that is available to data 
customers. In the FFMB scheme however, EW remains low 
until! Pi approaches 10 (aN+S), which is the maximum 
possible available capacity for data customers. The delay 
in the FFMB scheme is lower than the delay in the FFFB 
scheme. This happens because in the FFMB scheme there are 
more available slots for the data customers. 
Nevertheless, the improvement of the delay is not actually 
that big, as we will see in a while. 

In the Figures 6.3, 6.4 we show the results from the 
analysis of the simplified discrete time model, under the 
same conditions as before. Here again we can see a 
similar performance of the system, with EW~oo as ~~5 for 
the FFFB case, and EW~oo as ~~10, for the FFMB case. We 
notice that the values of EW for a certain value of Pz. in 
the Figures 6.4, 6.5, are slightly lower than the 
corresponding of EW in Figure 6.3. This happens because of 
the approximations involved in the consideration of the 
simplified discrete time model. Actually, in that model 
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t'igure 6-3: Waiting time for the FFFB, FFMB. S=S, N=lO, p1=S. (Discrete time model). 
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we consider that the system is available to the arriving 
customers at the start of every new slot. However 
actually the system is available only at the start of 
every new frame: Even if the N data slots are not 
occupied, an arriving customer will have to wait until the 
next frame in order to be transmitted. This waiting time 
is not taken into account in the above model ,<where the 
customer waits only until the next slot) and so the result 
is slightly lower values for EW. 

In both Figures 6.3, 6.4, the FFFB case is described 
accurately. However, this is not true for the FFMB case: 
The improvement of the delay of the FFMB over FFFB is not 
actually as big as indicated by these figures. ·.1:his 
happens because in the discrete time model, and the 
simplified discrete time model we have assumed that the 
numbers of voice and data customers are uncorrelated. 
This is true for the case of fixed boundary, but it is not 
a realistic assumption for the case of movable boundary, 
especially under heavy traffic conditions. 

This tact is illustrated very clearly by the 
simulation results for the FFMB, under the same 
conditions. These results are shown in Figure 6. 6, as 
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they were presented in (5l,l6J. Specifically, we can see 
that the actual value of EW for ~a9 is 5 secs, according 
to the simulation. nut the corresponding value of EW 
according to the above two models is in the order of 2 
msecs, which is 250 times lower than the actual value. 
Therefore these two models cannot describe the FFMB under 
heavy traffic conditions. 

However, the correlation of voice and data customers 
is taken into account in the continuous time model, which 
gives results in agreement with the above simulation 
(51,161. Therefore, the continuous time model provides an 
exact description of the FFMB case. As we have mentioned 
before, the analytical solution of that model is not easy 
to evaluate (because of the complexity of the system of 
equations (4-43a)-(4-43f). However, for the simple case 
of N=O, S=l, the expression (4-5) provides a closed form 
solution for EW. ~o we can compare it with the 
corresponding solutions of the discrete time models, which 
is given by (4-41), for both of them. with this 
comparison, we want to tind out whether under certain 
conditions the discrete time models can still describe the 
system correctly. So in the Figures 6.6-6.10 we present a 
comparison of the discrete time models versus the 
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continuous time model <which gives the right solution): 
We consider the FFMB scheme, with S•l, N•O, p1•.6. Since 
p .1 •• 6aJVm1 , we consider three different values of m1 : 
m•lOO, 1000, 10000. 

We notice that the values of EW•EWo for the discrete 
time models are not affected by the variations of the 
parameter p1 CEW0 depends only on p1 , t;_>. .l''Or the 
continuous model however, the values of EW=EWc change 
drastically, for the different values of m1: For example, 
for ~=1, it is EWc=EW0 =.8 secs when m=lOOUO, but EWc=42 
secs C=l25EW0 ) when m=lO. Therefore we conclude that when 
the traffic consists of short messages cm-1>=10 then the 
discrete time models do not describe the system 
accurately, and we have to use the continuous time model 
instead. Based on this conclusion we are convinced that 
the use of a discrete time model for the analysis of the 
VFMB scheme, with m=lOOOO Cas we will see), will be 
accurate enough. 

B. Variable Frame scheme 

In Figure 6.11 we can see the expected transmission 
time ETR, versus p1 , for the VFMB scheme, where S=lO, 
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N•lO, ~·7. 'J.'he values of ETR are normalized over the 

service time of the voice customers, tm-1• As we see, the 

transmission time increases as p1 increases, because at 

the same time the transmitted frames are longer. 

In Figure 6 .12 we can see the values of EW for the 

variable frame scheme, where S=lO, N=lO, p1 =6, m•lOOOO. 

The results a re according to the expression C 5-27) , and 

they are compared with the corresponding values for the 

FFMB scheme, with S=lO, N=lO, p1-.6. The values of EW are 

nirmalized over the duration of the fixed length frame: 

CN+S)'t=20't secs. As we see, EW-+oo as ~~lO=N, for both 

of these schemes. Furthermore, the delay in the VFMB 

scheme is lower than the delay in the FFMB scheme, for 

most part of the range of ~· However, for large values of 

~, the performance of the VFMB deteriorates faster than 

the FFMB scheme, which provides lower delays in that case. 

This happens because when the data traffic is very 

high, then the transmitted frames of the VFMB tend to have 

the maximum length of CN+S) slots. Therefore the VFMB 

scheme tends to perform like a FFMB scheme with the same 

characteristics (which provides higher delays than the 

FFMB scheme). 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

The main variations of an integrated voice/data 

transmission scheme have been considered and their 

performance has been analyzed by using a general technique 

applied on various analytical models. The results of 

these analyses have been presented and justified. Based 

on the above results, we are able to compare the 

performance and efficiency of the various integrated 

schemes. Furthermore, we can compare the presented 

analytical models and decide which is more appropriate and 

more accurate for the analysis of each scheme: 

7.1 On the integrated transmission schemes 

- Tne performaz:ice of the voice traffic 
transmission 1s tne same for all of the 
described schemes, because voice always has 
priority over data. For the variable frame 
scheme however, care must be taken so that the 
average time is kept low enough to preserve the 
voice transmission transparency. 

- The FFMB scheme performs better than the FFFB 
scheme. It provides lower delays for the data 
customers and improves the channel utilization 
of the system by allowing data customers to 
utilize the unused capacity of the voice 
customers. However, the improvement of the 
delay does not take place when the voice traffic 
varies fast and the overall traffic is very 
high. But even in that case, the delays of the 
FFMB scheme may be kept low by applying two 
special mechanisms as suggested in CS,61. 
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• a) A flow control mechanism <limiting the data butter capacity). 

* b)A voice rate control mechanism (using 
lower voice digitization rate, when the traffic is high). 

Notice finally, that the realization of the FFMB scheme involves more hardware complexity than thE 1:-'1:"FB scheme. 

- The VFMB scheme performs better than the FFMB scheme: It proviaes even lower delays for the data customers and even higher channel utilization because it does not allow any idle transmission capacity. ·.1·herefore, the VFMB scheme exhibits the best performance and may be considered as the most efficient scheme for integrated voice data transmission. However, the realization of this scheme involves even more hardware and software complexity than the VFMB scheme. 

In other words, there is always a trade-off between 
the impovement of the performance characteristics and the 
increase of the hardware and software complexity of the 
system. 

7.2 On the presented analytical models 

- For the fixed frame scheme, (fixed or movable boundary), the analysis of the voice traffic is carried out simply and accurately by using the standard Erlang-B formula. 

- For the ~1:-·FB scheme, the data tratfic is analyzed accurately by the discrete time model with a reasonable amount of comlexity. This simplified discrete time model does not provide a very accurate analysis but it has the advantage of a simple closed form solution. Actually, it provides a simple way of getting an approximation for the performance of the system. 
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- For the FFMB scheme, the continuous time model provides the exact analysis of the system performance. However, the numerical evaluation of the results 1s really complicated, except for the very simple cases with small number of slots per trame. In the case of slowly varying voice traffic and not very high overall traffic, the FFMB scheme can be analyzed correctly and more simply, by using the discrete time model, or approximately by using the simplif 1ed discrete time model. 

- Finally, for the VFMB scheme, the discrete time model provides an exact analysis of the system performance, with a reasonable amount of complexity. But this model was applied only for the case of slowly varying voice traffic. In the case of tast varying voice traffic, the above modell might not be accurate any more, and probably we would have to introduce a different model for the analysis of the VFMB scheme: That could possibly be a continuous time model, properly modified for the description of this scheme. We might even need to use a different technique of analysis, when is not based on the use of z-transform. Such a technique could be the fluid approximation method which has been efficiently used for the analysis of the tixed frame scheme CllJ. Hut these special cases could be the subject of a further study, and are beyond the scope of this thesis 
Other subjects of further study could be the detailed 

analysis of the tradeoffs in the realization of the 
integrated transmission schemes, like the bufter storage 
requirements, the complexity of the designed integrated 
multiplexers, or even the quality of the voice 
transmission. 
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